The EZ-Adjust Knob allows adjustment of the collapsed capacity up to 1,200 lbs. without the need to change air pressure!

**EZ Loader Specifications**

(A) Rotator Ring Diameter = 43.0 inches (1092 mm)
(B) Lowered Height = 10.5 inches (267 mm)
(C) Raised Height = 30.5 inches (775 mm)
(D) Base Frame Length = 49.0 inches (1245 mm)
(E) Base Frame Width = 24.3 inches (617 mm)

- Minimum Self Leveling Capacity = 250 lbs (113 kgs)
- Maximum Self Leveling Capacity = 3500 lbs (1588 kgs)
- Maximum Load Capacity = 4000 lbs (1814 kgs)
- Travel = 20.0 inches (508 mm)
- Air Pressure Capacity Adjustment = Infinite (10 – 60 psi / 0.7 – 4.1 bar)
- On-board Capacity Adjustment = 3 position knob (light – medium – heavy)

**EZ Loader Performance Chart**

Based on a standard EZ Loader with rotator ring and no options. Addition of solid tops, etc will vary the PSI req.

**EZ Loader Issued Patents:**
- United States No. 8,851,237
- Australia No. 2011243121
- Canada No. 2,789,817
- European Patent No. 2560915 Granted with effect in France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain, United Kingdom

**Bishamon Industries Corporation**
5651 East Francis Street
Ontario, California 91761-3601
Ph: 800-358-8833 US & Canada
909-390-0055 Outside US/CN
Fax: 800-700-0492

Visit Our Web Site
www.bishamon.com

**Experience Industry’s “Best Engineered” Ergonomic Equipment**

Learn More at: bishamon.com
**EZ Loader Models**

- **EZ LOADER**
  - Standard powder coated finish
- **EZ LOADER-E**
  - FDA compliant powder coated finish with stainless solid round top
- **EZ LOADER-SS**
  - Grade 304 stainless steel with electro-polished finish
- **EZ LOADER-2848**
  - Fixed non-rotating platform 28" x 48"
- **EZ LOADER-3648**
  - Fixed non-rotating platform 36" x 48"

**EZ Loader Accessories**

- **EZ-BRK** Rotator ring brake to prevent rotation
- **EZ-ABS** Accordion bellows skirting with frame
- **EZ-SLP** Semi-live portability for moving unloaded lift (2 wheels & dolly handle)
- **EZ-CART** Cart portability with 2 swivel and 2 rigid wheels (add 7" to lowered height)
- **EZ-4444** Oversize rectangular rotating platform (44"x44")
- **EZ-4448** Oversize rectangular rotating platform (44"x48")
- **EZ-4848** Oversize rectangular rotating platform (48"x48")
- **EZ-4444-DNT** Oversize rectangular rotating platform (44"x44") with 90 degree detents
- **EZ-4448-DNT** Oversize rectangular rotating platform (44"x48") with 90 degree detents
- **EZ-4848-DNT** Oversize rectangular rotating platform (48"x48") with 90 degree detents

**Working Harder To Make Your Job Easier**

The Bishamon EZ-Loader Complies With All Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC Safety Requirements - And is CE Approved!